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Result 6 was the time to gather all the information, documents and
elements in order to put them together. This report shows how EDUTRONIX is
constructed and how to use this module to teach mechatronics. Below there is a
“road map” in the form of a flowchart which explains how „EDUTRONIX –
interactive educational module designed for teaching mechatronics works.
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The three main elements used in the module that allow
appropriate competence profile are:
1. Training program

to gain the

2. Educational platform with on-line access
3. Tool Box

Description and usage of individual EDUTRONIX components:

1. Training program
The concept of the training program is based on so-called "teaching
experimental" (learning by doing for action), in which, strategy is to gain
knowledge and skills by active forms of learning through practical problemsolving, rather than the classic memory mastering of facts.
It introduces new methods and tools for vocational training, which enable active
cooperation between teachers and students and also more effective and practical
than conventional, as well as more expressive and efficient than traditional use
of technology in teaching
Therefore, this program distinguishes a large number of experiments, exercises
and technical projects based on the use of interactive educational module in the
learning context of vocational subjects, but also in physics, mathematics, or
computer science.
An important functionality of such course is that students learn and improve
technical cooperation in groups, acting under real constraints of time and
material resources. This is important from the point of practical view, because
the students participating directly in the activities acquire the knowledge and
programming skills, product design and manufacturing processes, which then
gather at the site of its future work in enterprises or factories using such
solutions and operating with the same constraints as students in the class.
The program is therefore a complete and comprehensive development of ready
to use “module” in vocational training for all operators willing and interested,
indicating mechatronic new learning approach for technologies, improve their
technical culture and making it possible to implement in practical design at
work.

The whole module is assembled to a consistent path: a training framework
supported by an educational e learning platform, a toolbox ad a mobile
application.
Partners adopted blended teaching methodologies as well as diversified learning
settings, integrating classroom, individual distant learning, practical learning
with the guide of teachers who support and encourage work in team and
collaboration and envisaging
The duration of the module is 60 hours,( but it could be adapted according to
the needs of the trainees/ students) divided into: 30 h of theoritical information
(online), 30 h of practical information
Below we briefly describe the key elements:

The program focus on Electrics and electronics and is composed of three
modules described in terms of Knowledge, skills and competences
-Basics of electro-technology and electronics
-Control systems and micro controllers
-Design and programming of control systems and robots

Title

Mechatronics

Area

Electrics and electronics (E)

Qualification

E.19. Designing and programming of mechatronic devices and systems
Qualification is a segment in the profession of mechatronic technician 311410

Target group
(recipients of the
course)

Students of vocational schools and institutes of lifelong learning preparing for
work in a profession of mechatronic technician, everyone interested in the
topic

Operational
objectives of the
course

Educational outcomes include (student should):





recognize and characterize basic electronic elements and systems
recognize and characterize basic electric elements and systems
recognize and characterize basic mechatronic elements and systems
choose the appropriate mechanic, electric or electronic elements to a
given control and measurement systems or a robot








build control and measurement systems as well as different forms of a
robot
use the application designed for the programming of microcontrollers
(Arduino, S4A)
use the programming platform ARDUINO;
program designed control or measurement systems, as well as various
forms of a robot
explain the structure and principles of operation of created control
and measurement systems as well as various forms of a robot
explain the structure and principles of operation of programmes
designed and created for microcontroller

Time

Number of hours in total 60

List of modular
units

JM 1 – Basics of electro-technology and electronics (10 hours)
JM 2 – Control systems and microcontrollers (10 hours)
JM 3 – Design and programming of control systems and robots (40 hours)

MODULES:

Name of the Unit:
BASICS OF ELECTRO-TECHNOLOGY AND ELECTRONICS
Reference to the
qualification:

Designing and programming of mechatronic devices
and systems

Area of work tasks:
EQF-level: 5
PRK-level: 5
Understanding the basic concepts of electrical engineering and
electronics
Description of the Unit:
In this unit the student acquires knowledge of basic laws of physics used in electrical engineering
and electronics Learns about the properties, construction and operation of components and systems
used in electrical engineering and electronics Acquires the knowledge about the construction and
principles of operation of servomechanisms and direct current engines.
Knowledge
He/she is able to:
 Define the basic
concepts of electrical
engineering and
electronics such as:

Skills
He/she is able to:
 Select appropriate
components to a given
control system
 Calculate parameters

Competence
He/she is able to:
 Individually create a
work schedule based on
the knowledge of
electrical engineering
















current, voltage and
resistance
Understand and apply
the basic laws of
physics, such as Ohm’s
law, the first and the
second Kirchhoff’s law
Identify the units of
basic electric quantities,
such as current, voltage
and resistance
Distinguish the symbols
of basic electric and
electronic elements,
such as coil, diode,
transistor and resistor
Read electric diagrams
concerning active
elements(sources of
power) and passive
elements(receivers)
Describes the principles
of operations of direct
current engines, for
example stepper
engines
Define concepts such as:
low and high state.
Explain the design and
the principles of
operation of the
components of electric
and electronic systems.
Recognize the
properties of electric
and electronic
components used for
designing control
systems and the robot





of electrical and
electronic components
Draw simple electric
and electronic
diagrams
Connect components
to control systems or
the robot
Build the electrical
circuits of direct
current in a given
amount of time

Time: 10 hours on-line
Forms of knowledge check:
1. Give definitions of the following words:
- current, (1 point)
- voltage, (1 point)
- resistance. (1 point)
2. The second Kirchhoff’s law is about ............. (1 point)
3. The following picture is (1 point)





and electronics
Professionally
communicate when
discussing the operation
of various phenomena,
for example direct
current engines
Observe the safety rules

A. resistor.
B. coil.
C. diode.
D. capacitor.
4. Point R on the below picture describes .............. (1 point)

5. Give three areas of use of the stepper engine: (3 points)



6. Draw electric diagram which will include one active and 3 passive elements, name them and mark
the current and voltage (5 points)
Materials on the educational platform needed to acquire skills and competencies within this module:

Name of the Unit:
CONTROL SYSTEMS AND
MICROCONTROLLERS

Reference to the qualification:
Designing and programming of
mechatronic devices and systems
Area of work tasks:
Understanding the basic concepts of control systems and microcontrollers

EQFlevel:
5

PRK-level: 5

Description of the Unit:
In this unit the student acquires basic knowledge of control systems such as: analog and digital signals, as
well as numerical systems. Becomes acquainted with all the necessary information concerning the elements
needed for the creation of control systems, such as: bread boards or sensors. Acquires the knowledge of the
structure, properties and principles of operation of microcontrollers.
Knowledge
Skills
Competence
He/she is able to:
He/she is able to:
He/she is able to:
 Define Basic concepts of
 Create simple control
 Perform tasks
digital technology such as:
algorithms
concerning designing
binary and analog signals
and programming
 Use basic elements of
control systems
 Analyze diagrams and control
control systems such as:
independently and in
algorithms
button, sensor, breadboard
a team
 Identify the structure of
 Convert numbers in
 Bear in mind all the
control systems
various numerical systems
health and safety
 Classify microcontrollers
 Create control systems
regulations while
 Define different types of
 Connect components to
designing and
sensors
control systems or the
programming control
robot
 Define the usage of digital
systems.
displays
 Professionally
 Explain the principles of
communicate when
operation and application of
discussing the
the components of
operation of control
microcontroller
system and the robot
 Name particular components
constituting microprocessor
system
 Characterize microprocessor
system;
 Explain the construction and
principles of operation of a
given microcontroller
(MICROPROCESSOR)
 Explain the functioning of
digital combination systems
 Explain the functioning of
digital sequential systems
 Use technical vocabulary
concerning control systems
and control systems and
microcontrollers
Time: 10 rs on-line
Forms of knowledge check:
1. Give definitions of the following concepts:
- digital signal (1 point)

- analogue signal (1 point)
2. Which material is detected by the inductive sensor? (1 point)
a. plastic
b. metal
c. glass
d. rubber
3. Enumerate the elements of microcontrollers (5 points)
4. Explain what ALU stands for. (1 point)
5. Write the control algorithm for diode ignition with the use of a button. (3 points)
6. On the basis of the control algorithm draw a control system which will include the following elements:
resistor, diode, button, arduino, breadboard (5 points)
Forms of knowledge check:

Materials on the educational platform needed to acquire skills and competencies within this module:

Name of the Unit:

DESIGN AND PROGRAMMING OF CONTROL SYSTEMS
AND ROBOTS

Reference to the
qualification:

Designing and programming of mechatronic devices and
systems
Area of work tasks:
EQF-level: 5
Designing and construction of control systems and robots
Programming control systems and robots

PRK-level: 5

Description of the Unit:
In this unit the students acquires the knowledge of rules applied for programming of
microcontrollers. Familiarize themselves with information needed for the design and construction of
control systems and robots. Acquaint themselves and work with Arduino programming platform. Use
programming apps such a: S4A and Arduino. Create and programm control systems and robots.
Knowledge
Skills
Competence
He/she is able to:
He/she is able to:
He/she is able to:
 Read the
 Design, build and program
 Take responsibility
programming
control system or a robot on
for built and
languages applied for
the basis of exemplary
programmed control
microcontrollers
instructions
system and robot
 Recall the methods of
 Design, build and program
 Use one’s designing
designing control
very own control or robotic
and programming
systems
system
skills in various
environments
 Define
 Use the application
communication
designed for the
 Work in a team and
networks such as: wire
programming of
communicate
and wireless networks
microcontrollers, S4A;
effectively while
or bluetooth
using the Arduino
 Write a program for the
platform
microcontroller in C
 Describe the rules of
configuration between
language, using Arduino app
 Create friendly
programming
environment while
 Establish communication
applications and
cooperating with
between Arduino and S4A
control or robotic
other Arduino users.
apps and programming
system
Arduino platform
 Observe
 Recognize the rules
programming rules
 Manipulate the robot or any
applied for
other control system via
 Observe the
programming of
mobile devices
assembly rules
microcontrollers in
 Combine knowledge
Arduino and S4A
and skills from
 Identify the
various
commands and
technological fields.
instructions used in C
programming
language
Time: 10 theory on-line + 30 practical education
Forms of knowledge check:
Perform the following tasks:
1. Connect the elements on the basis of the below outline (4 points)
2. Write a program in S4A application (5 points)
3. Activate and test operating of the program (3points)

Materials on the educational platform needed to acquire skills and competencies within this module:

2. Educational platform with on-line access
It is the first tool directly creating Edutronix model, it is a moodle platform it is
characterized by open source resources and open source software, it
includes theory related to basics of robotics – electro-technology, electronics
and control systems, tests to check the knowledge, exercises and different selfstudy documents. Theoretical knowledge placed on the platform is presented in
various forms such as PDF/Word documents , presentations, videos,
instructions.

Access to the current Edutronix course in Educational Platform:
1. Go to www.edutronix.eu.
2. Then log in using data:
login: edutronixna
password: edutronixNA
You can also create your own account on the platform - the instructions below:
To access to the plattform go to Edutronix web site: www.edutronix.eu and
create your own account on the platform - After entering click on CREATE
NEW ACCOUNT in the upper right corner and then fill in the registration form
below with your name (login, password - at least 6 characters, name, city,
country). Check the box I UNDERSTAND AND AGREE and click CREATE
MY NEW ACCOUNT. A confirmation email will be sent to your email address.

The Edutronix Platform is divided in two parts:
- The cover, where we will find information about the Partners and the
different Outputs.

Outputs

Project
Information

Access to the
Course

Project Objectives

Partners Information

Edutronix Facebook Page

Last News Section

The course, where we can train in the field of mechatronics:

Navigation Menu

Course Content

In the course we can find:






All the Ouputs of the project.
7 Topics with the mechatronics training.
4 Annexs with different Exercises.
A Material List.
A Bibliography.

Below is a detailed description of each section of the course.
 Outputs:
o You can find the all outputs of project.

For example, Output 2 view

 Topic 1 - Introduction to Arduino:

In this topic you have:
o An “Introduction to Arduino Course” PDF.
o A Cheat Sheet PDF.
o A Questionnaire of the previous PDFs.

 Topic 2 - Programming:

In this topic you have:
o An “Introduction to Arduino Programming” PDF.

 Topic 3 - Graphical Programming:

In this topic you have:
o A demonstration video.
o A “Graphical Programming MBOT” PDF.
o An introduction to mBlock, for programming mBot PDF.

 Topic 4 - Resources before to Start:

In this topic you have:
o
o
o
o
o

A “Components List” PDF.
A “Libraries List” PDF.
Some Libraries for download.
Some links of websites where buy toolbox elements.
STL Archives.

 Topic 5 - Basics Exercises:

In this topic you have:
o Different examples of connect sensors and actuators to Arduino.

 Topic 6 - Communication Exercises:

In this topic you have:
o Different examples of communication with Arduino.

 Topic 7 - Projects:

In this topic you have:
o Some projects examples in Arduino.

 Annex 1 - Sensors Exercises List:

In this topic you have:
o Sensors Exercises.

 Annex 2 - Actuators Exercises List:

In this topic you have:
o Actuators Exercises.

 Annex 3 - List of Exercises:

In this topic you have:
o All the exercises.

 Annex 4 - Complementary Docs:

In this topic you have:
o “Fritzing” PDF, an open source software for documenting
prototypes and learning electronics.
o “APP Inventor” PDF, a software for develop applications that will
connect with Arduino.

 Materials:

In this topic you have:
o All the materials for advanced in the course.
o All the tests for verify that you are learning.

 Bibliography:

In this topic you have:
o All the bibliography of which the course has been composed.

Supplementing the description of individual sections of the
educational platform:
General section gives an opportunity to share the news on the platform forum.
Page 4
Outputs section presents all the intellectual outputs of the project in its final
shape.
Page 5
Topic 1 is giving all the users an introduction to Arduino programming.
Page 11
Topic 2 follow up the previous introduction with more focus on programming in
Arduino.
Page 12
Topic 3 introduces possibilities of graphical programming using mBot and
mBlock.
Page 13
Topic 4 presents all the resources needed to make full use of Edutronix platform
capabilities.
Page 14
Topic 5 is where the users are able to go through 23 basic exercises starting to
work with Edutronix.
Page 15
Topic 6 is where the users go through exercises using 5 different
communication methods with module.
Page 17
Topic 7 is giving all the users an opportunity to bring into play 10 ready to use
projects within the platform.
Page 18
Annex 1 contains a sensor exercises list used with the Edutronix module.
Page 19
Annex 2 contains an actuators exercises list used with the Edutronix module.
Page 19
Annex 3 contains a list of all exemplary exercises which might be performed on
Edutronix platform.
Page 19
Annex 4 contains complementary documents about Fritzing and App Invertor
for more advanced users.
Page 19
Materials section contains 24 lessons of different topics and corresponding
number of tests for self-assessment.
Page 20
Bibliography presents full bibliography with links to the websites and materials
used on the Edutronix platform.
Page 21

GENERAL SECTION
Sharing the news on the platform forum for all the parties (users, creators,
teachers, students, entrepreneurs) taking part in the processes of development
and creation of this initiative joins their ideas and gives a possibility to discuss
and give recommendations for improving the further use of the Edutronix
platform.
The news forum provides “idea sharing” possibilities for all the users and
supporters from across Europe and gives the opportunity to deepen their
conversation and, together, wrestle with the tough issues affecting mechatronics
learners and giving them more chances for success.
The forum provides the chance for all interested users to start small-group
discussions, participants to explore and share ideas from all around platform,
and provide users with additional resources and support to carry out extra
exercises for their development. The conversations will also give everyone the
chance to grapple with the difficult implications of such idea as teaching
mechatronics using the Edutronix platform.
Forum builds on the work of all project consortium organizations in the field of
teaching mechatronics to bring people together in dialogues, exploring ways to
help users using the platform. The issues such as school readiness, linked
systems for education, entrepreneurs context, access for users (students/teachers)
to development and training for employment, and educational opportunities
might be discussed just there.
Following the forum possibilities, the groups might create a platform for
dialogue of participants to share ideas for creating brighter futures for teaching
even more difficult mechatronic issues via such a platforms in the future.
OUTPUTS SECTION
Presentation of all the intellectual outputs of the project in its final shape in one
place is crucial because of many factors. First of all the users will not need to
search it all over platform. The next reason is that it will be much more
convenient to use all the outputs for further use by interested parties (schools,
institutions, companies) from outside the project consortium for their own
purposes. And the last but not least it will create a brief but comprehensive
database and roadmap for all the stakeholders on how we did that and what was
all the reasons we did it just the way it is done. Overall there are 6 Intelectual
Outputs in the project. Description of what we needed to create in every single
one of them is a part of the project which refers to the timeline and the
responsible institution(s).

In Output 1 - The project of model for teaching mechatronics (with on-line
access). The aim was to be able to create an interactive educational module, at
the outset we must therefore design a project model of such “thing”. So we
needed to define and identify the needs of the participants of vocational training
(future mechatronics) and partner organizations, their suggestions and the actual
needs of the labor market. We did it by:
1. Modeling the system using different methods to determine the most effective
solution;
2. Use of physical modeling languages, graphs bonds, etc.;
3. Use of the hardware description language;
4. Use of simulations available for modeling and simulation of selected
mechatronic systems.

Output shows how to integrate classical mechanical devices with
microprocessor controls and how to apply them in the learning processes by the
designed model. As part of the result we also determine, explore and develop
project of integrated mechanical and electronic system that demonstrate a certain
degree of "intelligence" on the basis of interaction, consisting mainly in the
decision-making autonomy and ability to assess student skills. The system is
designed as such to be able by the sensors to receive signals from their
environment, process them using a microprocessor and respond by using actors
according to the situation.

The project developed by this intellectual output involve actions in several
dimensions, which were developed in the next results of intellectual work:
1. design of mechanical assemblies;
2. design of electronics system with signal processing;
3. design of the associated software components and software engineering
focused on the development of algorithms for processing data.
The task was done it three typical phases: mechanical design, electronic control
and software development. For so designed module construction “the module” is
flexible and can be used in a variety of tasks.
Output 2 - Development of model assumptions to be used for education
purpose. The result is a report about created design of a model for education in
mechatronics considered as an interactive educational module capable of

teaching participants in training processes to learn the design of products and
technology of creating industrial goods in a more efficient manner. Close
cooperation of only two institutions supported by additional training in this case
were necessary for the proper implementation and understanding of the common
objectives in this area and assumptions used to develop a model for use in the
field of education.

Successfully integrated model designed to teach control of a computer with a
mechanical device is used for application in vocational training and effective use
in this field. The key to success in the construction of such complex mechatronic
model was the modularity (construction of ready-made components, modular). It
is about an approach based on mechatronic modules. Modules as such having
clearly defined roles are integrated into subsystems and create “the module”.

From here it is close to consider the general architecture of the whole interactive
educational module, appropriate for use in teaching mechatronics. Modularity
and dispersal architecture are clear targets in the development of mechatronics.
Dispersal in this context means both the decentralization of control functions
and spatial dispersion of controls, which also were evaluated by the teacher
during the student's progress.

Modularity will also facilitate development work, such as construction,
simulation, testing, and further work on the module after the finish of funding
from the program. Modularity of construction and equipment helps maintain its
technical condition. Report describes both the complexity and leads to
simplifying the construction and design/functionality of the module, as well as
draw attention to obtaining the appropriate characteristics on the purely
educational field, which does not mean at all that designers should not seek to
further simpler and more effective design in this range, which takes place in the
later results.

Functions that can be used in vocational training through appropriately selected
functionality and algorithms of work and adjustment capabilities in this case
analyzes the effects and impacts of the model on education processes, rather
than removes the causes of the irregularities.

Output 3 - Project of possible model use in enterprises. The application of the
practical use of some solutions in mechatronics is more, and some less common,
and thereby less needed for labor market in enterprises, so in engineering related
to the design, manufacture and operation of the model we took into account the
need for solutions for the construction of the module based on the experience of
companies in mechatronics industry.

Report describing this output includes:
1. Competition in mechatronics on a global scale,
2. The analysis of product quality,
3. The technical level of production of modern machines, equipment, and
methods of construction,
4. Finding methods to reduce costs and increase productivity using model,
5. Development of technology, machinery, equipment, methods and tools
supporting the further development and production using knowledge based on
model.

Thanks to the experience of entities included in the strategic partnership it was
possible to examine the draft terms of usefulness and application to the actual
workplace following the path of educational process on the model: mechanical
system -> dynamic model -> control method -> algorithms -> programming
processes -> action in real time -> built-in control system -> product effect.

The report therefore takes into account the capabilities and technologies used by
real market participants and the actual economic life, i.e. entrepreneurs using or
companies having in their production lines mechatronic solutions based on
knowledge possible to receive by the model. The criteria taken into account in
preparing this outcome includes also three key elements:
1. Market
2. Competitiveness
3. Innovation

As part of the outcome Report gives the answer to the question what kind of
tasks shall we teach by the mechatronic module to receive the knowledge which
might be used in enterprises. What kind of tasks shall we learn through module
by teachers for students of mechatronics and which we can apply. What can be
achieved through the integration of mechanical systems with electronic and
through the teaching of mechatronics on such a model. What do we require to
construct such mechatronic systems. How to reach these requirements. Within
the result Report includes a functional description of the device, which can be
called the “main flow of information” corresponding to the desired module.
Output 4 - Software and a set of assumptions for vocational training using a
model. Whereas changes in vocational education and the opportunity to create
formidable solutions affecting the effectiveness of this education within our
project was developed as a set of assumptions that affect the quality and
excellence of production, which are key to competitiveness and the most
important thing in the contemporary mechatronics, or interdisciplinary skills
further development of new products, so that their functioning was not only
limited by knowledge available at the time they were implemented.

Therefore, a set of assumptions and software created within this outcome are
fully technically efficient and functional in IT environment, but with variable
characteristics from the time of its production to the ability to further changes.
The microcomputer (microprocessor) is, on principle model used for circuit
switching, and software as material content of memory. It therefore makes sense
to develop such software which will distinguish the states to "usable" device and
they will point so that the customer could notice them, and the teacher can
evaluate. Therefore, the graph states and states matrix will be used to
supplement the description and user dialogue with the module.

Description of the software structure is completed and the information is
accompanied by an expected and the possible behavior of all elements of the
module and their relationships in the processes of teaching in mechatronics
technician profession. The software development finalizes “the design phase”
and shows the ability to use different tools and functionality of the module in
education of mechatronics, defining: flow of information and data, power and
energy flows, states and transitions, process sequences, information processing
hierarchy, timing, functional structure.

The concept design for software of such interactive educational module
involves:

1. Structure of elements that perform the most important functions of the
module;
2. The structure of the interface elements that define the boundaries of the
module (student/machine/teacher), system interfaces, and environmental and
boundaries between subsystems in electronic and mechanical;
3. The structure of activities, including software instructions for the
programmable elements and the expected behavior of the operator;
4. The basic mechanical structure and arrangement of the elements, the project
forms industrial production method and so on.

The structure of activities shall contain information about the software
instructions which control elements and the expected behavior of the system
operator - a student under the supervision of a teacher. Based on previous results
we will be able to describe more precisely what we mean by the design concept
and understand its use in vocational training in mechatronics technician
profession.
Output 5 - Preparation of an interactive module and the technical
documentation. A key feature of the output was to build real and physical
interactive educational module for teaching mechatronics. On the basis of
experience with previous results of intellectual work during the design and
construction of mechatronic systems, it is required to balance with multidisciplines of mechanical (mechanical engineering, precision engineering,
technical mechanics), electrical equipment (microelectronics, power electronic,
sensor technology, measurement techniques, actors) and information technology
(systems theory, automation technology, software design, artificial intelligence).

The module carry out vocational training to new level which would be difficult
or even impossible to achieve using traditional approach. Dissemination of
solutions requires a new conception of educational activities and vocational
education in mechatronics with use of models that will not only teach, but also
assess educational progress of training participants.

Effective mechatronic teaching model was not easy to develop, what follows
from the very nature of mechatronics - the need to integrate different techniques
and hence the need for interaction between these techniques. The prototype
module will be prepared in specialist laboratories of the partner. Module

provides an educational opportunity to learn the different functions by different
techniques.
Information processing is carried out by means of simple algorithms or software
modules in a digital computer in real time. These algorithms include freely
adjustable parameters that must be adjusted to the static and dynamic behavior
of the process. Matching occurs mostly by manual input based on tests or value
resulting from experience.
Because the matching process can be very difficult to learn, within the model we
try to automate it. In many cases this was done in a manner fit algorithmic by
using one of the many methods of designing control systems. For this purpose,
we gathered information in the form of all the results from the combined results
of earlier intellectual work. With measured and verified input and output values
by an appropriate method to identify the process, we got to the design
parameters of the dynamic model and the physical form of interactive module
for teaching these processes.
The key for the further development and dissemination was also to develop and
systematize the technical documentation of this module both for further
improvements for educational purposes, as well as the possible use by other
entities and stakeholders not directly involved in implementation of the project.
Output 6 - An innovative program using interactive educational module in
mechatronics. The concept of the training program is based on so-called
"teaching experimental" (learning by doing for action), in which strategy is to
gain knowledge and skills by active forms of learning through practical
problem-solving, rather than the classic memory mastering of facts.
Therefore, this program distinguishes a large number of experiments, exercises
and technical projects based on the use of interactive educational module in the
learning context of vocational subjects, but also in physics, mathematics, or
computer science. It can be assumed successfully assumption that develop
among participants in vocational training in mechatronics skills of design and
construction on module allows the independent investigation to understand their
technical issues in different areas.
An important functionality of such courses is that students learn and improve
technical cooperation in groups, acting under real constraints of time and
material resources. This is important from the point of practical view, because
the students participating directly in the activities acquire the knowledge and
programming skills, product design and manufacturing processes, which then
gather at the site of its future work in enterprises or factories using such
solutions and operating with the same constraints as students in the class.

The program includes program instructions in all stages covered by the support
under the project partners supervision. Not only teachers of vocational subjects,
but also teachers of physics or computer science can take inspiration from
innovative forms of implementation of tasks using an interactive educational
module, using CAD software, microprocessors, robots, etc.

The program is therefore a complete and comprehensive development of ready
to use “module” in vocational training for all operators willing and interested,
indicating mechatronic new learning approach for technologies, improve their
technical culture and making it possible to implement in practical design at
work.
An innovative program of use of interactive educational module in mechatronics
have a huge impact on students learning in the field of mechatronics, which
directly correspond to building a future engineering and technical personnel of
economy and labor market.
TOPIC 1
Giving all the users an introduction to Arduino programming is crucial to
achieve adequate level of knowledge needed to start understand and operate on
the platform. This topic is divided into three main parts.

First one containing short Cheat Sheet in .pdf format is aiming to give a user
quick access or review of basic commands on structure and flow operations,
operators itself, libraries, variables constants and arrays as well as main build-in
functions. It also contains schematic images and basic input/output states.

Following guide also in .pdf format is an introduction to Arduino where users
can learn basics of Arduino if they are a beginner users or review some concepts
if they are an advance users. Introductions gives an image about what is
Arduino, it describes hardware including boards comparison. It contains
Arduino uno general information, its characteristics, power, memory, input and
output states, software reseting and communications issues. It also answers the
question how you can break Arduino uno.
Introduction also contain a software description, informations about installing
Arduino software, using Arduino ide, its main buttons and menu bar. Useful
schematics are at the final pages of the introduction document.

The topic is ended with questionnaire in quiz format which plays the role of
both, knowledge check and self-assessment tool for more advanced users,
defining the point “where should I start” working with the Edutronix platform.

TOPIC 2
This part is a follow up to the previous introduction with more focus on
programming in Arduino. 10 corresponding parts guides all the users either they
are beginners or advanced through all the basic topics connected with
programming in Arduino.

Starting with Arduino programing needs at least a basic knowledge about its
structure, variables and data types while operating the platform. It also contains
information about arithmetic and operators and constants. It gives a guide for
flow control, digital and analog inputs/outputs and serial communication. Also
other useful functions like time, random numbers and mathematics are described
by this topic making this part a really brief and useful for all the possible users.
The document is short, to preserve good readability and in .pdf format.

TOPIC 3
This part introduces possibilities of graphical programming using mBot and
mBlock preceded by a movie on YouTube showing the actual operating device
programmed in that way – so called “line follower”.

Booklet about mBot is short and presented in a very reader friendly way. It
contains a lot of graphics and screenshots corresponding to introduction,
information on how to connect and presenting programming issues. It also
contains exercises to practice those skills, which is the most important and
relevant part of this document.

Much more extensive is a book about mBlock. It is a really comprehensive
document as it contains Pre-Learning Preparation. Each of 14 separate Chapters
includes its learning objectives, electronic modules descriptions used in the
exercises, knowledge points being like a milestones to achieve. It gives a clear
overview of programming structure and ideas with some tips and so called “try
it” section in each chapter. Every one of those also includes example expansions
and practical exercises.

Such structure enable all the users to get familiar with mBot and mBlock
structures of programming in a very descriptive and practical way, with
educational attitude related to the project goals but clear enough to make it
possible being used by students themselves without much involvement of the
teachers at this stage.

TOPIC 4
Presents all the resources needed to make full use of Edutronix platform
capabilities. List of all the components used and needed to reach all the
milestones and create all the mechatronic devices described on the platform is in
one clear .pdf file.

Quite similar role has the libraries list where without going through the
information on the whole platform and seeking for needed software you can
refer to both of those lists to have a full set of elements. It is both a kind of
minimum and a starter.

To make it even easier for the users to start working with our platform and
Arduino a ready to use list of websites on which the users can buy toolbox
elements was prepared by our project team. On our platform you can also
download ready to use, checked and safe libraries mentioned above.

Platform gives you an opportunity to make use of our 3D printer models in .stl
files to create your own Edutronix bases. STL (STereoLithography) is a file
format native to the stereolithography CAD software. It has several after-thefact backronyms such as "Standard Triangle Language" and "Standard
Tessellation Language", but this file format is supported by many other software
packages and it is widely used for rapid prototyping, 3D printing and computeraided manufacturing. All the files describe the surface geometry of a threedimensional object without any representation of color, texture or other common
CAD model attributes so it describes a raw unstructured triangulated surface by
the unit normal and vertices (ordered by the right-hand rule) of the triangles
using a three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. The files available on
the platform makes it possible to create full package including: base and car
support, cover, motherboard and 2 versions of Edutronix bases.

TOPIC 5
This is a part where the users start to do a real exercises and make a real use of
the platform itself. It starts with a basics. The users are able to go through 23
exercises starting to work with programming, modules, elements and devices on
Edutronix platform using sensors and actuators from a previously prepared list.

Both variety and diversity of an exercises selected by Edutronix team makes it
possible to go through and learn all the skills needed in the future use of the
platform and use of mechatronic devices itself. This part is a must for all the
users that are not really good at mechatronics giving them from the very
beginning a possibility not to miss any important part of the basic knowledge in
that field.

Each exercise is structured in a well-known way from the previous topics (ie.
Topic 3), giving a short introduction, information about connections and
programming. The selected exercises includes:
1. Connecting a LED (Actuator)
2. Connecting a Button (Sensor)
3. Connecting a Capacitive Touch Sensor
4. Connecting a Potentiometer (Sensor)
5. Using Serial Port (Communication)
6. Connecting a Switch (Sensor)
7. Connecting a Buzzer (Actuator)
8. Connecting a DC Engine and Decelerator DC Engine (Actuator)
9. Connecting a LCD (I2C) Screen (Actuator)
10. Connecting a Stepper Motor (Actuator)
11. Connecting a Force Sensitive Resistor (Sensor)
12. Connecting a LDR (Sensor)
13. Connecting a Temperature and Relative Humidity Sensor
14. Connecting a PIR Sensor
15. Connecting a Hall Sensor

16. Connecting a Gas Sensor
17. Connecting a Water Level Sensor
18. Connecting an Ultrasonic Sensor
19. Connecting an Infrared Obstacle Detector Module (Sensor)
20. Connecting a LED Display (Actuator)
21. Connecting a LED RGB (Actuator)
22. Connecting a RGB Ring (Actuator)
23. Connecting a Servo Motor (Actuator)

All of the exercises are with a good readability format in short and separate .pdf
files.

TOPIC 6
This is a part where the users follow with even more exercises using 5 different
communication methods with module. Again the variety and diversity of an
exercises selected by Edutronix team makes it possible to go through and learn
all the communication possibilities and possible use of the platform and use of
mechatronic devices itself.

Each exercise is structured in a well-known way from the previous topics (ie.
Topic 3, 5), to follow good practice and to be more intuitive, giving a short
introduction, information about connections and programming. The selected
exercises includes 5 most widespread, convenient and popular ways of
communication witch such a devices:
1. Using Serial Port
2. Wireless Controller
3. RFID
4. Bluetooth
5. WI-Fi

All of the exercises are with a good readability format in short and separate .pdf
files.
TOPIC 7
This is a part where the users brings into play 10 ready to use projects within the
Edutronix platform. Each project is structured in a well-known way from the
previous topics (ie. Topic 3, 5, 6), to follow good practice and to be more
intuitive, giving a short introduction, information about connections and
programming.

The selected projects includes 10 devices using different parts and methods of
their creation. It also finally shows that creating a mechatronic device can be
used in “real life” helping to achieve different goals or perform a wide variety of
tasks. For better visualization, projects also include pictures of devices already
created by Edutronix team. The devices are as follows:
1. Candle Light
2. Push Button
3. Ultrasound Buzzer
4. LCD Force Temperature
5. Sensors on LCD
6. Thermostat
7. Parking Control
8. Simon Says
9. 6Servos ARM
10. Bluetooth Car

All of the exercises are with a good readability format in short and separate .pdf
files.
ANNEX 1, 2, 3 and 4
For educational purposes and for creating a more structured way of presenting
all the exercises and possibilities of the Edutronix platform, the creators decided
to prepare an Annex 1 which does not contain new materials, but it contains just
a sensor exercises list with links used with the Edutronix module. On the same

way Annex 2 contains an actuators exercises list used with the Edutronix
module while Annex 3 contains a list of all exemplary exercises which might be
performed on Edutronix platform.

Annex 4 contains complementary documents about Fritzing and App Invertor
for more advanced users. It is describing an open-source software for
documenting prototypes, learning interactive electronics and PCB production. In
a very descriptive way with lots of photographs and examples the publication
shows the reader what exactly is Fritzing and what is it for. It also describes who
uses Fritzing and how. It contains Fritzing development model and set of
features, quality, the Friends-of-Fritzing NPO, its mission and future with a
description of all Fritzing team members.

The book about App Inventor with its step-by-step picture tutorials guides users
through making a mobile applications they can create by them own. It contains
four simple tutorials for getting started with App Inventor, which includes:
1. TalkToMe – which supposed to be a starting point and a first App Inventor
mobile application created by the user
2. TalkToMe Part 2 – which is an add-on for a previous one showing more
sophisticated shaking and user input possibilities
3. BallBounce – which aims to create a simple game
4. DigitalDoodle – and finally the most comprehensive out of those four – a
drawing mobile application.

All of those tutorials step-by-step, in a descriptive and reader friendly way, with
lots of screenshots guides the users to follow the instructions and lures them to
go even beyond the point of knowledge and skills they already reached, just for
fun at the beginning but for an aimed goal at the end – to develop. Both
publications are in .pdf format.
MATERIALS SECTION
Materials section contains 24 lessons of different topics while every topic is also
divided into few more readable pages with graphs and pictures for better
visualization of the topic. The main aim of this part is to be a compendium of
knowledge for everyone who might be interested in using the Edutronix
platform but have not yet reached a knowledge level necessary to operate in
mechatronic field. It is quite complicated as it combines many fields:

electronics, informatics, mechanics, automation and robotics so our materials
prepared by the project team in one easy to access way on the platform shall
help to acquire this part of knowledge and might help to reduce the gaps. All the
lessons are in separate parts so the user can stop and come back to the place
where he or she finished easily.
The corresponding number of tests for self-assessment was prepared also for a
validation of this part of theoretical and practical knowledge and skills which
might be assessed on the platform by both user (on the basis of user reports) and
teachers in school or trainers in the companies. It gives a possibility to grade all
of 24 items, showing calculated weight, grade, range, percentage, feedback,
contribution to course total and finally giving an Edutronix course total at the
end.
All of the lessons are in a lesson type format on the platform and tests are in a
quiz format (same as a questionnaire in Topic 1).

3. TOOL BOX
Another element directly creating Edutronix model is the toolbox. It will
enable the practical usage of the knowledge gained through learning platform. It
will be done through the construction of various forms of the robot, control and
measurement systems.

The toolbox includes tools such as:
a) arduino module, the heart of the robot or other control system
b) programming environment: mBlock, S4A and Arduino, which will
allow the programming of physical models based on the exercises derived
from the educational platform or one’s own ideas.
c) mobile application through which one will be able to program and control
the robot or any other device created by the user. Such control may be
conducted from anywhere. Control applications can be created in the
program: APP Inventor.
d) a set of physical components needed for construction of the robot,
manipulator or any other system of measurement or control.

COMPONENTS LIST:

These two instruments (educational platform and toolbox) will be connected
with each other by the exchange of information.On the one hand the
construction of the physical model based on the theoretical information placed
on the learning platform, on the other hand a good understanding of the
theoretical knowledge on the basis of practical exercises and tasks (construction
of the robot, manipulator or any other system of measurement or control).

To do exercises uploaded on the educational platform, it is necessary to
obtain the components of the toolbox described above.
The report is accompanied by all the documents on the basis which
EDUTRONIX – interactive educational module designed for teaching
mechatronics was created.

